60 SEC CARDIO WORKOUT
CARDIO WORKOUT
In 60 seconds, complete as many reps as you can of each exercise without sacrificing
form. Between each body weight exercise is 60 seconds of rest, your chance to grab
water and catch your breath before the next exercise starts. Do this workout to get
your heart rate up while toning muscles.

15 EXERCISES TOTAL

60 SEC PER EXERCISE

60 SEC REST

TOTAL 30 MIN

1
Burpee

2
Lateral Jumps

Drop into a squat position, kick feet back with hands on the
ground and jump up into starting stance.

Jump side to side and land in squat position.

4
High Knees

3
Mountain Climbers

Feet planted on the ground, engage core and raise your knee
toward chest.

Swing arms up and in coordination with knees driving toward chest.

5
Jumping Jacks

Jump while raising arms and separate legs to sides.

Have questions? See your club trainer!

60 SEC CARDIO WORKOUT
(Continued)

15 EXERCISES TOTAL

60 SEC PER EXERCISE

60 SEC REST

6
Frog Jump

TOTAL 30 MIN

7
Bear Crawl

Stand with your hands behind your head, squat and jump forward.

Move the opposite hand and leg forward.

8
Tuck Jump

9
Plank Jack

Begin in plank position, jump legs wide and then back together.

Lower into a squat, then explode upwards bringing your knees up
towards your chest

10
Lunge Jumps

Push off both feet, switching the position of your feet in midair and
move into lunge.

60 SEC CARDIO WORKOUT
15 EXERCISES TOTAL

60 SEC PER EXERCISE

60 SEC REST

TOTAL 30 MIN
12
Power Skip

11
Power Jack

Jump while raising arms and separate legs to sides.

Drive knee toward chest with opposite foot pushing off the ground.

13
Sprint in Place

14
180 Jumps

Move feet as quickly as possible while staying in one place.

Squat down, start pushing back up and rotate entire body.

15
High Kick

Extend leg until it touches opposite hand.

EXERCISE INDEX

Burpee - Start in standing position, drop into a squat position until hands are on the ground, kick feet back
and into a push up and then jump back into upright position.
Lateral Jumps – Jump side to side and land in squat position.
Mountain Climbers - Feet planted on the ground, engage core and raise your knee toward chest.
High Knees – Swing arms up and in coordination with knees driving toward chest.
Jumping Jacks – Jump while raising arms, separate legs to sides, land on forefoot with legs apart and arms
overhead.
Frog Jump - Stand with your hands behind your head, squat and jump forward absorbing impact through
your legs.
Bear Crawl - Push the toes into the floor, squeeze thigh and glute, move the opposite hand and leg
forward.
Tuck Jump - Lower body into squat and then explode upwards bringing your knees up towards your chest.
Plank Jack - Begin in plank position, move body in straight line, feet together, jump legs wide and then
back together.
Lunge Jumps - Push off the bottom of both feet, switching the position of your feet in midair and move into
lunge.
Power Jack - Jump while raising arms, separate legs to sides, land on forefoot with legs apart and arms
overhead.
Power Skip – Drive knee toward chest, opposite pushing foot off the ground and it’s arm swinging, bent arm
toward celling.
Sprint in Place – Move feet as quickly as possible while staying in one place.
180 Jumps – Squat down, start pushing back up and rotate entire body.
High Kick – Extend leg until it touches opposite hand.

